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MURANO - A STRONG, UNIQUE HOTEL 
BRAND

Enjoy the charm of the Red City and discover the Murano Resort Marrakech resort, a haven of peace gently 

shaded by olive trees, combining Moroccan tradition and contemporary design, authenticity and modernity, 

audacity and elegance…



AN OASIS OF PEACE JUST SECONDS AWAY 
FROM THE RICH, OCHRE CITY

With the medieval ramparts as a wall of protection and the lush vegetation of its gardens as a cocoon, Marrakech is full to the brim 

with culture, traditions, flavors and light, making it a dream location for your holiday, surprise getaway, wedding, honeymoon, pool 

party or more.

Just few hours from the main European capitals, Marrakech offers sun and warm temperatures all year long. With the tourism 

industry constantly growing and good political stability year on year, the Red City remains the country’s touristic capital and is also 

the Moroccan city with the most palaces.

Moreover, the program Vision 2020 plans to increase the Kingdom’s attractiveness for domestic and family tourism as well as to 

emerging markets, in order to reach 20 million tourists. This strategy, driven by the opening of 57 new airlines and the development 

of a new range of cultural and leisure activities of international standing, will enable Marrakech to become one of the top 20 tourist 

destinations in the world.

Located in the heart of the Golden Triangle, at the northeast of Marrakech, Murano Resort Marrakech is just 20 minutes from the 

airport and 15 minutes from the Medina, which attracts a wonderfully international clientele. Nestled in the legendary Palmeraie 

since 2006, the hotel invites each guest to discover a place preserved from the hustle and bustle of the city, an oasis of peace 

combining Moroccan tradition and sleek design…at the edge of the Atlas.





4 POOLS IN THE HEART OF 
LUSH VEGETATION ....

The main Red Pool has distinguished Murano Resort Marrakech apart from its competition since its opening. This atypical pool 

has contributed to the fame of the property and offers an exceptional panorama by night thanks to its magical colours which are 

projected in all directions. Three blue pools gently punctuate the resort allowing the guests of each Riad to plunge into a world of 

ultra-relaxing, chilled out well-being.





24 ROOMS COMBINING TRADITION 
AND MODERNITY

Partitioned into 5 villas conceived as Riads, the resort’s 24 rooms and suites - most of them featuring fireplace and private terrace 

- offer stunning views over the gardens and the Atlas mountains; a unique situation that gives breakfasts, lunches and aperitifs an 

exceptional taste.

In terms of decoration and interior design, the Murano Resort Marrakech features a typically oriental atmosphere combining a 

beautiful Moroccan mansion with the comfort of an upscale resort! White stucco walls, sheer curtains, black marble bathrooms and 

traditional woodworks gracefully decorate the rooms and suites. The four-poster beds and their giant pillows invite you to dream. 

The welcome products, based on essential oils are made especially for the hotel. Each room has a 42-inch LCD screen and free 

unlimited Wi-Fi access.
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A GASTRONOMIC OFFER BETWEEN 
THE EAST AND THE WEST

With its bright red armchairs, white stucco walls, bejmat style floors, the restaurant attracts both a local and international clientele 

that appreciates the intimacy of the place as much as multicultural flavours of its creations. Paying tribute to the generous Moroccan 

tables and the finesse of French gastronomy, the hotel presents a menu à la carte full of colours and sensations, wild with waves of 

taste from here, there and everywhere, which send you all over the world on an adventure for your taste buds. The restaurant can 

welcome up to 50 guests and its Sunday brunch buffet is a foodie must-see destination in Marrakech.





TWO BARS FOR TWO UNIVERSES

Dressed in black and white padded walls coordinating with the floors in order to create a sober and elegant design, the first bar 

offers a cosy and refined universe, appreciated by our international clients.

The second, nestled at the main pool’s edge allows guests to cool off until sunset, under the gardens peacefully shaded areas next 

to the palm trees and olive trees of the resort.

These two bars offer a variety of drinks, to savour throughout the day, inside or outside.





AN HOTEL WITH A NEVERENDING LIST OF ATTRACTIVE FEATURES…

◊ 
1  PARK OF 2 HECTARES

◊ 
5 RIAD VILLAS

◊ 
24 ROOMS & SUITES WITH CHIMNEYS 

AND PRIVATE TERRACE

◊

3 PRIVATE POOLS

◊

1 GIANT RED POOL

◊

1 RESTAURANT WITH TERRACE

◊

 2 BARS



Douar Abiad,  la Palmeraie 

Marrakech - Royaume du Maroc

www.muranomarrakech.com
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